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Void Where Prohibited
Medical problems and humiliation result because employers
routinely deny workers needed bathroom breaks.
It’s an outrage!

By Marc Linder and Ingrid Nygaard

omen workers at N aSadly, the denial of bathroom breaks to
bisco’s Oxnard, California,
workers is not a problem out of a distant past
plant faced an appalling
when ruthless employers, unfettered by gov
dilemma: either urinate in
ernment and unions, exploited the workforce
their clothes while work
with impunity. Indeed, in many cases, work
ing on the production line or face
suspension
ers have
lost rest break protections in recent
and ultimately loss of their jobs for leaving
years as the drive for greater efficiency and
their work stations to use the restroom.
productivity by employers has coincided with
Rather than be fired, many of the women
weakening government regulation and de
resorted to wearing diapers to work and some,
clining union power.
who could not afford the $41 per week for in
T h e humiliation and loss of dignity that
continence pads and laundry, wore Kotex and
come from having a supervisor control the
toilet paper, although such makeshift protec
timing of intimate bodily functions create psy
tion is harmful when drenched in urine.
chological pressures on workers, but even
Finally fed up with supervisors’ demand
more serious can be the medical consequences
ing that they relieve themselves while pro
to their urinary tract, bladder and other or
cessing the A -l steak sauce, G rey Poupon
gans. Women, for example, often develop in
mustard and Ortega salsas Nabisco manufac
continence over time if they are unable to
tured at the plant, the workers filed a lawsuit
void, while men suffer similar bladder afflic
in 1995. T he women complained they had
tions that may be complicated by prostate
developed “bladder and urinary tract infec
problems that worsen with age.
tions . .. from being forced to wait hours for
T h e right to rest and void at work is not
permission to use the restrooms.”
high on the list of social or political causes
supported by professional or executive em
ployees, who enjoy personal workplace liber
Marc Linder is Professor of Law at the
ties that millions of factory workers can only
University o f Iowa and the author of a dozen
daydream about. White-collar workers who
books. Ingrid Nygaard is a physician specializing
have the freedom to make personal telephone
in urogynecology and is Associate Professor at the
calls, leave the premises to run errands, or chat
University o f Iowa College of Medicine.
with colleagues almost at will also can excuse
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an eight-hour day and “adequate rest periods”
themselves whenever nature calls.
for horses in the carriage trade and a number
Many Americans would be amazed to learn
of states mandate a one-minute rest period for
that workers lack an acknowledged legal right
boxers between rounds.
to void at work—most people believe naive
The handful of states that offer such pro
ly that employers permit workers to perform
tection to workers, however, may seem like a
b asic b o d ily function s when necessary.
curiosity—out of step in a society headed to
One of the most frequendy asked questions
ward labor deregulation. In fact, they are pro
of state and federal labor agencies is: Are
gressive throwbacks to a bygone era, now de
workers in the U.S. legally entided to breaks?
rided as paternalistic, when most states pro
Those who ask, usually because they receive
tected women (along with children) from the
none, are incredulous to hear a resounding:
extreme demands of ex
“No.”
plosively expanding capi
In d e e d , ev en som e
talism by lim iting their
The right to rest and
union officials and labor
workday and by mandat
lawyers erroneously as
void at work is not high
ing meal and rest periods
sume that the right must
and even seats. Indeed,
exist, because federal law
on the list of social or
historical amnesia has
expressly states that short
political causes
clouded that era so thor
re st p erio d s “m ust be
oughly that workers in
counted as hours worked.”
supported by
states
where protective
But the obligation to com
professional
or
executive
laws have been eliminat
pensate workers for such
ed are unaware that such
rest applies only to em
employees, who enjoy
statutory benefits ever ex
ployers that voluntarily
personal
workplace
isted.
grant pauses.
In a country that, unlike
liberties that millions of
many in Europe, lacks any
urogynecolfactory workers can only
nationwide cap on maxi
ogist’s prac
mum hours or any protec
tice is filled
daydream about.
with women
tion against management’s
suffering
“reserved . . . right to re
quire employees to work
from bladder problems,
overtime,” it is not surprising that no federal
many of which could be alleviated or pre
vented by more humane work-break policies.
law confers a general entidement to breaks—
neither the national wage and hour statute
It is, of course, not only the bladder special
(the Fair Labor Standards Act) nor the Occu
ist who builds a practice based in part on the
pational Safety and Health Act.
vicissitudes of employment. The orthopedist,
chiropractor and rheumatologist treat multi
Today, as in the past, only workers, such
tudes
of patients with repetitive stress injuries
as transportation employees, whose fatigue
such as carpal tunnel syndrome; the neurol
might cause them to injure or kill passengers
ogist or opthalmologist cares for patients with
or other non-workers are covered by manda
headaches or changes in vision; the gastroen
tory federal rest regulations. Flight dis
terologist aids patients with severe constipa
patchers, pilots, flight attendants and truck
tion—the list goes on and on, all health prob
drivers are prominent examples. The District
lems related at least in part to lack of opporof Columbia is thoughtful enough to mandate
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tunities to void, rest fatigued muscles, drink
adequate fluids and defecate.
It is evolutionarily unfortunate that we have
become so skilled at denying the very basic
physiologic function of voiding, because this
skill is essential in the chain of events that en
ables firms to filch bathroom time from work
ers. Employers often consider the time a
worker spends urinating as “stolen” time, but
the person actually suffering such a theft is
the worker herself, who is often denied her
physiologic right to empty her bladder.
This right is no less important than a work
er’s right to have protection against hearing
loss or from cancer-causing chemicals, but it
is a right largely neglected. It is our hope that
the evolution of workers’ rights will extend to
the urinary t^act as well, and that the process
of voiding will be freed from societal control.
T h e problem crystallized for us—a lawyer
and a doctor—one afternoon when two
women with very different kinds of jobs re
lated how they dealt with their bladders’ call
at work: a factory worker, not allowed a break
for six-hour stretches, voided into pads (which
cost her almost one-tenth of her weekly
wages) worn inside her uniform; and a kinder
garten teacher in a school without aides had
to take all 20 children with her to the bath
room and line them up outside the stall door
while she voided.
Such examples are not extraordinary. In
the chicken processing industry, for example,
it is not unheard of for firms to enforce rules
prohibiting employees from going to the bath
room more than once a week “on company
time.” W hen those workers, who are not giv
en enough time to use the overcrowded bath-

This article is adaptedfrom Void W here
Prohibited: Rest Breaks and the Right to
Urinate on Company Time published in
December by ILR Press, an imprint o f Cornell
University Press © 1998, Cornell University.

rooms, return late to the production line, they
are subject to termination.
Even an employer with sophisticated
Japanese-model labor relations may treat its
workers no better. At the Subaru-Isuzu auto
plant in Lafayette, Indiana, where bathroom
breaks are strongly discouraged when the line
is moving, a worker whose team leader is too
busy to take over her station when she needs
to use the bathroom is just “out of luck.”
Like early-20th century telephone opera
tors who had to get a supervisor’s permission,
which was not easily obtained, to go to the
bathroom, female employees at Sprint in 1994
charged the company with making them “raise
[their] hand like a child to ask for. permission
to go the bathroom .” T hey said Sprint was
discouraging bathroom breaks because they
take time away from sales work. Despite jobs
that required them to talk all day, the compa
ny urged operators not to drink water because
“that would make them go to the bathroom
more.”

D

ifficulties related to bathroom
use at work are, unfortunately,
not a relic of the past.
In 1996, we surveyed 790 fe
male teachers in public schools.
W hile 80 percent felt the need to urinate at
times other than during officially sanctioned
breaks, less than half of them were actually
able to go to the bathroom. T he remaining
women had various mechanisms for dealing
with this problem. M ost were able to “hold
it,” despite discomfort; however, 4 percent
voided into a pad and fully 11 percent of ele
mentary school teachers brought all the chil
dren with them to the bathroom when they
were unable to hold it any longer.
In addition, half the teachers made a con
scious effort to drink very little at work to
avoid urinating while on the job. Aside from
the need to urinate, some teachers also found
bathroom access during their menses to be a
W orkingUSA— November/December 1997
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problem. Two-fifths noted that they could
not change menstrual pads as often as they
needed to and one in twenty women stayed
home from work on their heaviest flow day
or days, specifically because of the problem
of bathroom access at work.
It is w orth noting that the average total
daily duration of breaks taken by those sur
veyed was 71 minutes. This is more than the
usual 60 minutes that are often found in collec
tive bargaining agreements, yet most women
perceived the lack of adequate bathroom op
portunities to be a problem. Beyond the need
for rest during the working day, the women
surveyed said they needed an additional num
ber of short bathroom breaks. Almost all re
sponded that women should be allowed to
void as often as they needed to while work
ing. If told to choose a specific ideal minimum
time interval for bathroom breaks, 80 percent
chose either hourly or every two hours.
A second, smaller group of women we sur
veyed had undergone a job retraining p ro 
gram and were employed in occupations that
were traditionally more male-oriented. These
women typically had greater freedom to uri
nate when they needed to, as they tended to
work without direct supervision.
However, they had their own set of unique
problems related to bathroom access at work.
Many refused to use the bathrooms provided
because of their unsanitary nature. Typical
comments from these women echo this one:
“I work on construction sites. I can go to
the bathroom anytime I need to, but the fa
cilities are usually port-a-potties. Sometimes
these have no toilet paper, are very much a
mess—smelling and unsanitary. So I try to
avoid them by drinking less.”

A
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utonom y-restricting regimes,
which infantilize workers by
forcing them back to their pre
toilet-trained period, must strike
the intelligentsia and even many
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non-professional white-collar workers—ac
customed to wandering around with freedom
at work without having to ask a teacher, fore
man, sergeant or jailer for leave—as nightmarishly preposterous. But no government
agency intervenes to vindicate U.S. workers’
rights to attend to their bodily needs.
This failure should be contrasted with the
response to an incident in G erm any in the
1880s. W hen owners of a sewing-machine
factory in Bielefeld tried to install a door
keeper to make sure that none of its 600 work
ers either used the latrine without written per
mission or tarried there too long, government
officials quashed the plan on the grounds that
“something like that is not even customary in
houses of correction.”
T he legislative struggle for shorter hours
in the U.S. and Europe began with victories
on behalf of children and women and pro
ceeded to laws covering men as well. But the
movement for rest periods in America has tak
en a different and regressive course.
Earlier in this century, most states protected
women and children from the worst excesses
of industrial capitalism by limiting the length
of their working day and making meal and rest
periods m andatory (despite evidence that
more rest would have benefited men, too).
State-mandated rest periods are less common
today than they had been, at least for women,
for most of this century—until three decades
ago, when Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 invalidated gender-biased labor-protective laws.
As a result, statutory rest periods, until then
the exclusive domain of the putatively weak
er sex, virtually disappeared except in the few
states that extended the right to male work
ers. Because men had not been the benefi
ciaries of state rest-period laws, many of them
saw little practical difference in this regard af
ter the landmark federal civil rights law was
implemented.
T he color war underlying the Civil Rights
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Act was not limited to race: heated debate al
so took place between blue- and white-collar
women over whether to repeal gender-based
protective legislation or extend its provisions
to men. T he inability of the women’s move
m ent and the labor movement, in the wake of
Title VII's invalidation of single-sex statuto
ry rest periods, to find common ground meant
that very few states enacted universal rest-pe
riod laws; those that exist have been enforced
ineffectively, if at all.
U.S. unions have filled this legislative vac
uum by securing rest periods for some work
ers; however, a large proportion of workers
remain w ithout them.
T he harsh economic envi
ronm ent has begun to af
fect rest breaks even for
some white-collar workers
who have long enjoyed
their daily coffee break. In
1996, for example, a large
Iow a in su ra n c e firm ,
caught in a race to the bot
tom with firms whose em
ployees spend “a full 40
hours grinding away at
their tasks,” totally elimi
nated non-statutory breaks,
which management deemed “excessive.”

let facilities . . . shall be provided in all places
of em ploym ent. . . based on the number of
employees” if not to enable workers actually
to void and defecate in them?
After all, the central and guiding com
mandment of the OSHAct is that “each em
ployer . . . shall furnish to each of his em 
ployees employment and a place of employ
m ent which are free from recognized hazards
that are causing or are likely to cause . . . se
rious physical harm to his employees.”
Why, moreover, would the U.S. govern
ment give thousands of workers the afternoon
off when an inadvertent cutoff of water pres
sure rendered all of the
Pentagon’s toilets u n 
workable—unless better
employers acknowledged
that employees had a nat
ural and therefore legal
right to use those facilities
and their sudden unavail
ability made even a few
hours’ work unreason
able?
Ample evidence has ex
isted for decades about
the deleterious effects of
a break-free day on both
worker efficiency and happiness. Indeed, at
the very time that state rest-period laws for
women were being repealed, physicians were
publicizing the negative medical consequences
of staving off the call of nature.

ecause employers are obligated,
not only as a matter of local pub
lic health and building code law,
state health law, or labor law but
In the late 1960s, one of this century’s most
also, and more importantly, by
renowned urologists, Jack Lapides, called on
mandate of the national Occupational
theSafety
medical profession to m ount an educa
and Health Act, to furnish toilet facilities to
tional campaign to inform the public about
their employees, common sense suggests that
the dangers of bladder overdistension. H e
firms must have an implied duty to afford
warned that schools and employers, by deny
workers a reasonable opportunity to use the
ing students and workers adequate rest peri
facilities.
ods, were creating “infrequent voiders syn
W hy else would the sanitation standard is
drome,” and he identified a constellation of
sued by the O ccupational Safety and Health
avoidable medical problems caused by not uri
Administration (OSHA) command that “toi
nating frequently enough.
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Unfortunately, physicians’ cries were large
ly relegated to medical journals, and now
Lapides’s term is gaining synonyms rather
than the syndrome being relegated to the his
tory of conquered diseases. We now hear of
“hairdresser’s bladder” or “mineworker’s blad
der,” and A. L. Bendtsen coined the term
“nurse’s bladder” when he found that 70 per
cent of nurses in a Danish study suppressed
the desire to void during working hours.
o understand why the right to void
in the workplace is not only an is
sue of personal dignity and com
fort, it is helpful to review how the
bladder normally works and why,
in fact, ignoring the bladder’s call
can be perilous.
All humans are bom incontinent—that is,
a baby’s bladder simply contracts as soon as a
small volume of urine empties into it. Over
time, the bladder holds greater volumes and
the spinal cord and brain mature to start co
ordinating the processes needed for conti
nence. T he child trades incontinence for con
tinence—that is, the ability to void at will at
a socially acceptable time and in a socially ac
ceptable place.
Thus, when an adult sits on the toilet, she
initiates one of the body’s most complex yet
least respected actions. Voiding is a finely
tuned activity, with input from several centers
of the brain, spinal cord, bladder, urethra and
pelvic muscles. T he typical adult woman uri
nates six to ten times during waking hours; it
follows that she would urinate three to five
times during her working day—if she were
able, as many workers are not, to void at her
own discretion.
T h e body, of course, has many intricate
functions over which we have little to no con
trol. This lack of control is probably fortu
nate. Otherwise, one could envision a bleak
factory where workers are instructed not to
breathe to avoid contaminating the m icro

T
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chips. Perhaps some workers, like pearl divers
or swimmers, would develop the capacity to
desist from breathing for minutes, while oth
ers would become blue or unconscious or
seize, or even die. Silly scenario, one might
think, but the analogy to the bladder is apt.
Today, we instruct workers not to perform
a basic bodily function. Some learn to hold
greater and greater quantities of urine safely,
just as some swimmers hold their breath for
long periods without obvious consequences.
M ore often, however, that finely tuned sys
tem that we so proudly mastered as children
goes haywire. A complication is childbirth, a
process quite destructive to the pelvic floor
and bladder. Thus, many women faced with
decree not to void lose control of continence
to aempty
once again.
Even those who, either by nature of gen
der, fate or desire, escape the ravages of child
birth must face age, which may also play hav
oc with bladder control. W ith age, the ca
pacity of the bladder decreases, as does the in
terval between acts of voiding. More people
have medical problems or take medications
that adversely affect bladder control. O ther
physiological changes occur: prostates enlarge,
urethras shorten, bladders drop—all result
ing in the need to urinate more frequendy. In
addition, 10 to 30 percent of adults develop
varying degrees of urinary incontinence or ac
cidental urinary leakage.
W hat happens when we are not able to void
on desire?
As the pressure in the bladder rises with in
creasing volumes of urine, one of two things
often follows: either the urethra acts as an es
cape valve, releasing enough urine to bring
the bladder pressure back down, thus result
ing in incontinence; or the urethra, ever so
cially conscious, resists and the pressure in the
bladder continues to rise. In some cases, re
flux can occur, which ultimately may damage
kidneys. In others, the persistent bladder di
lation decreases the blood flow in a manner
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that can lead to decreased resistance to infec
tion.
Thus, one study found that 61 percent of
female college students with recurrent urinaiy
tract infections reported voiding infrequent
ly compared with only 11 percent of controls
without bladder infection. Similarly, Lapides
found that 60 percent of urinary tract infec
tions in a series of 112 women were associat
ed with infrequent voiding. Reasons women
gave for infrequent voiding included being
too busy with their occupation, bosses’ dis
pleasure with trips to the restroom during
working hours and too few toilets for the
number of workers.
It is shameful that most of these women
needlessly suffered the pain and sometimes
long-term morbidity of a bladder or kidney
infection, simply because society has suc
ceeded in taking away our basic right to mic
turate. Lapides found that preventing further
recurrence of infection was easy: the women
simply voided every two hours.
M ale workers, too, have gender-specific
urinary problems, which cause thpm to spend
additional time voiding. W ith age, the pros
tate hardens and “projects more . . . deeply in
to the urethral canal. T he urinary stream be
comes dismayingly slow . . . T h at which was
once an arc of liquid glory for which any tran
som was an easy hurdle becomes a pathetic in
term ittent dribbling that yields more nostal
gia than results,” notes surgeon Richard Selzer.
Nevertheless, even long-term workers with
prostatitis have been discharged for voiding
prematurely, and those whose “urge to uri
nate” is caused by kidney problems serious
enough to require surgery to remove kidney
stones have been suspended for violating com
pany rules prohibiting “unnecessary leaving
work station during working hours without
permission to engage in matters not pertain
ing to job duties.”
Many blue-collar workers, including some
covered by collective bargaining agreements,

face precisely the urinary risks outlined above
when they are put to the choice of subjecting
themselves to discipline for committing the
“Class I” offense of leaving their post without
their supervisor’s permission. T heir alterna
tive: declaring “your rules are stupid,” re 
sponding to nature’s call and losing their em
ployment and income.

ne high-ranking state labor
standards official tells workers
who inquire about their right to
use the toilet that they should
just go and lock the door behind
them, and then prompdy concedes “there
a lot of recourse there” if the employer
them. At a (then unorganized) poultry plant
in Arkansas, for example, management im 
posed a system under which absence, lateness
or a visit to the bathroom outside of official
breaks generates an “occurrence,” six of which
trigger dismissal. Unsurprisingly, people are
being fired constantly; some are then rehired,
and treated as new hires with no benefits for
months and no vacation time.
At another chicken processing plant in
Mississippi where a union has been able to se
cure workers two 30-minute unpaid rest pe
riods daily, workers are still “written up” for
leaving the line if their supervisor fails to grant
them permission to go to the bathroom.
W here unions do organize poultry process
ing plants, one of their most urgent negotiat
ing demands is rest periods, which they have
generally succeeded in attaining.
U nem ploym ent compensation tribunals
frequently hear cases of production workers
whose employers contest their entitlements
to benefits on the ground that they were fired
for good cause—namely, leaving the as
sembly line w ithout permission to use the
toilet.
Even where workers have a formal entitle
m ent to rest breaks, whether contractual or
statutory, the built-in compulsions of piece-
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operator or allowed to leave the workplace for
the time necessary.”
W hat was OSHA’s regulatory response to
these mind-bogglingly radical proposals by
employers? At first blush, it seemed, in its own
way, as incomprehensible as the employers’
initiatives. Concluding that “the basic criti
cism running through all the relevant com
ments” was the arbitrariness of the 200-foot
rule, OSHA dropped the fixed distance crite
rion altogether.
But then, instead of replacing it with any
hen OSHA issued its first
of
the
employers’ positive proposals, OSHA,
workplace toilet regula
without
mentioning let alone explaining this
tions in 1971, it was a “na
step,
also
deleted the “readily accessible” lan
tional consensus stan
guage.
As
a result, the new standard, still in
dard” adopted from one
effect today,
requires employers to provide a
developed by a business-oriented
national
certain
number
of toilets according to the size
standard-setting group. T h e standard re
of
its
workforce.
quired toilets in the workplace that are “read
T he explanation for this unexpected turn
ily accessible” and within 200 feet of all loca
of
linguistic
events was that it was not OSHA’s
tions at which employees work regularly.
intent
to
restrict,
let alone eliminate, work
Employers objected to a rigid distance re
ers’
right
to
void
at
work. After all, not only
quirem ent in the proposed regulations, but
did no employer in its comments or testimo
their comments almost universally commit
ny in 1972 ever suggest that workers did not
ted them to providing ready access. U. S.
have a right to use the toilet at work, but many
Steel and the American M eat Institute sug
employers proposed expanding workers’ real
gested eliminating the 200-foot rule, but re
access to the bathroom. Although elimina
taining the “readily accessible” standard, while
tion of the fixed-distance rule was expressly
Swift, the large meatpacker, was content with
designed to propitiate employers, no other
the existing rule that included both.
provisions
were added in its stead precisely
M any smaller companies argued against
because no one believed that access was a gen
the 200-foot rule, but did so by saying that,
eral problem; certainly, at least, no one be
as long as adequate numbers of toilet facili
lieved that employers were preventing work
ties were provided, firms should be free to pay
ers from voiding.
workers while they walked somewhat longer
Today, despite all the medical evidence, in
distances to access them. Johnson Sawmill,
a display of choplogic astonishing even for
which had 30 workers, said it had “no objec
lawyers, federal and state OSHA policy-mak
tion to paying the employees wages to travel
ing
and enforcement officials deny that em
back and forth to our present facilities.”
ployers’ duty to provide toilets implies the du1
Some employers went further by suggest
ty to permit workers to use them.
ing direct intervention in the way factories
OSHA’s field sanitation standard for farm
were run. For example, Rohm & Haas, a large
workers does expressly state that employers
chemical firm, proposed a “performance stan
must not only provide toilets, but also give
dard” according to which “employees on con
employees reasonable access to them. T he
tinuous operations shall be provided a relief

rate systems often make it economically in
feasible for them to exercise that right. A
Canadian clock factory manager, for example,
frankly explained that his firm prom oted
piecework in the 1950s because it “prevents
people from loafing off, going to the wash
room.” In the U.S. clothing industry, women
working on piece rates commonly refrain from
voiding for fear that the lost time will prevent
them from earning a living.

W
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medical testimony that scientifically under
girded OSHA’s issuance of regulations for
farmworkers, precisely because of its general
applicability, makes a mockery of the agency’s
refusal to extend humane treatm ent to all
workers:
“Urine retention leads to distension of the
bladder wall. Prolonged distension leads to a
disturbance of the elastic components of the
wall, causing flaccidity and consequendy weak
ening the evacuation power of the bladder.
W hen the bladder is unable to empty com
pletely, residual urine remains. Urine . . . is a
good culture medium for bacteria . . . Fre
quent, complete voiding of the bladder great
ly reduces the concentration of bacteria.”
OSHA took 14 years to put out the field
sanitation standard for farmworkers—a delay
noted by the D.C. Circuit C ourt of Appeals
as OSHA’s “disgraceful chapter of legal ne
glect.” But ironically, today some farmwork
ers— on paper, at least— enjoy greater onthe-job urination rights than other workers—
even if they have to walk a quarter mile to use
them.
Now, employers of the estimated one-third
of all farmworkers who are engaged in handlabor operations with at least 11 employees
must not only provide one toilet facility for
every 20 workers, but “shall allow each em
ployee reasonable opportunities during the
day to use them.” T he covered farmworkers
are entitled to use the facilities provided for
elimination and to “drink water frequently
and . . . urinate as frequently as necessary.”
Such a urologically enlightened standard un
derscores the extent to which workers’ enti
tlement to protection of their bodily integri
ty may have shrunk during the 20th century.
Thus far, no state has seen fit to follow a
measure enacted by M innesota in 1988 re
quiring all employers to “allow each employ
ee adequate time from work within each four
consecutive hours of work to utilize the near
est convenient restrooom.”

T h e legislative history of the M innesota
mandatory micturition break demonstrates
how serendipitous the enactment of public
policy can be. State Senator Marilyn Lantry,
on a visit to a high school, asked students what
they would change if they were legislators.
One student responded she would like to be
able to go to the bathroom during her sixhour shift at a Fotomat where she worked on
weekends—something not allowed by man
agement. After confirming the Fotomat rule,
Senator Lantry submitted a bill subsequent
ly adopted by the Minnesota legislature.

he unhealthfully restrictive regime
controlling workers’ access to the
toilet in the U.S. may be juxta
posed to the recent wave of en
actments of so-called potty parity
laws, which mandate more water closets fo
women than for men in public buildings. Thi
m ovement recognized inequity when long
lines at the rest room caused women attend
ing a concert or ball game to wait and thus to
miss a few minutes of the event. W ith alacrity
state legislatures rushed to rectify “this inad
equacy of sanitary facilities” on the ground
that it is “not only a gender-specific inconve
nience, but a threat to public health, safety
and comfort.”
Remarkably, outside the context of Capitallabor relations, it seems obvious even to the
men who write the national model plumbing
code that because biological “logistics” require
women to take 34 to 96 seconds longer to use
the bathroom than men, “equality sometimes
isn’t equal.” In the literal public arena, formal
gender equality suddenly became passe, cre
ating virtual unanimity that a one-to-one ra
tio in toilet facilities between men and women
“has the effect of discriminating against
women.”
Ironically, when the needs of middle-class
women as consumers are at stake, the formal
(Continued on Page 68)
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bor Statistics, until the Reagan Administration
eliminated this data collection program, un
(Continuedfrom Page 29)
derscores that not even union power guaran
inequality that some strenuously denounced,
tees negotiated rest periods for workers.
combated and ultimately had taken away from
O f the 6.6 million workers covered by the
working-class women suddenly becomes “a
1,550 such agreements in force onjan. 1,1980
matter of equity,. . . of good common sense.”
(the last time that the BLS was authorized to
gather these figures), only 41 percent received
rest periods. Only 4 percent of contracts cov
anagement refusal to agree
ering retail trade workers had rest break pro
to rest breaks has frequently
visions, while 95 percent of those in primary
impelled workers to seek
metals did. While 92 percent of covered ap
self-organization and collec
parel workers lacked rest periods, 40 percent
tive representation. In one
of workers
particularly brutal case, the manager
of a largein transportation equipment, 3 3
percent in communications, 32 percent in ho
tortilla plant in Chicago, in response to work
tels and restaurants and 21 percent in food
ers’ request for a regularly scheduled rest
manufacturing did. This ranking roughly
break, called them “a bunch of pigs” and sent
mirrored that of a quarter century earlier.
them home early as punishment. Thus be
A private company, the Bureau of National
gan a union organizing campaign there in the
Affairs,
monitors union agreements, and a sur
early 1980s.
vey of those on file confirms the older BLS
In the poultry industry, United Food and
data. In 1992, rest periods were n o t m en
Commercial Workers officials state that while
tioned in 56 percent of the agreements. T he
emergency bathroom breaks now are incor
contracts also confirm that the typical pattern
porated into the agreements that the union
is one 10- or 15-m inute break during each
has been able to achieve, workers in n o n 
half of the shift.
union plants are either not permitted to go to
T he strongest unions, in exchange for ced
the bathroom outside of sparsely granted and
ing control over the process of production to
revocable scheduled rest periods or are sub
management, have negotiated the longest rest
ject to increasingly severe discipline for mak
ing such requests.
periods for their members. As early as 1968,
the United Auto Workers (UAW) had secured
Surprising as it may seem, not every col
48
minutes paid relief time for assembly-line
lective bargaining agreement provides for rest
periods—far from it. Indeed, some contracts
workers at Ford. T h e 1993 national agree
ments between the UAW and the Big 3 auto
specifically state that there will be no “rest pe
riods or other non-working time established
makers provided for 2 3 minutes of relief time
during working hours.” In continuous pro
before and after lunch for all workers em 
cessing industries, even organized workers for
ployed in continuous manual operations that
cannot be left unattended, as well as in other
years lacked breaks. Even where contracts in
operations the employer determines afford
clude break provisions, they may be quite re
strictive, specifying, as one did at D u P ont
workers “no control over their work pace.” *
that “each employee shall obtain permission
M any collective bargaining agreements,
of his foreman or supervisor prior to taking
however, provide for only one rest period. In
the meatpacking industry, for example, con
such relief period.”
T he survey of major collective bargaining
tracts until the 1980s generally prohibited un
agreements conducted by the Bureau of La
interrupted work periods of longer than two
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and a half to three hours. And two 10- to 15minute rest periods were common; some con
tracts even stated explicitly that “employees
are expected to take such rest periods.”
But in the 1990s, the industry, dominated
by Iowa Beef Processors, the world’s largest
meatpacker, typically was offering only one
(morning) break during eight-hour shifts in
both its unionized and non-union plants.
By contrast, workers in other countries
have fared better. Although German work
ers, through statute and collective bargaining
agreements, have gained a shorter work week
and much longer vacations than U.S. work
ers, labor unions in Germany continue to fo
cus more attention than their American coun
terparts on the need for rest periods to com
bat the effects of labor intensification. Such
attentiveness is rooted in their post-war ex
perience: many firms achieved a reduction in
the work week in the 1950s by increasing the
pace of production and cutting rest breaks.
T h e German metalworkers’ union, I. G.
Metall, in 1973 achieved an agreement char
acterized as “ 1 hour of work = 5,2 minutes.”
It guaranteed a five-minute break^in addition
to three minutes for “personal needs”) every
hour for eight hours to all workers compen
sated according to a payment-by-results sys
tem. T he rest periods gained by the German
metal union set a standard that remains un
matched in the U.S. or, to be sure, for many
other German workers.
T h e U.S. may not be the world’s only in
dustrialized country without national statu
torily mandated rest periods—in some heav
ily organized countries, such as Denmark, in
dustry-wide collective bargaining can be re
lied on to create de facto standards—but most
of its world market competitors have created
such protections. T he European Union, for
example, in 1993 adopted a Council directive
on working time that prescribes an entitle
ment to a break when daily working time ex
ceeds six hours.

he utopian workplace in which
workers gain autonomy over their
resting and voiding requirements
remains far from legal and societal
reality. Courts in 1992, for exam
ple, struck down laws in Suffolk County, Ne
York and San Francisco that prescribed 1
minute rests periods or alternative work after
two hours for workers using video display ter
minals (VDTs).
Existing law potentially could accommo
date the health needs of employees who have
to void or, because of exposure to repetitive
stress, rest more frequently than employers
permit. One possibility here is the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA). But even if le
gal recourse were available to vindicate ex
cretory rights for workers prepared to over
come the medical and legal obstacles to ac
quire the label of “disability,” is it not ludi
crous to single out as a disability the inability
to suppress a normal physiological function
that was never meant to be suppressed?
In a more rational world, would not work
ers be able to void when necessary? T h at
world may already exist—at least in France.
There a labor court ruled last year, in a case
filed by deboners on a conveyor belt at a large
packinghouse, that going to the toilet “meets
a physiological need which only the individ
ual is in a position to judge.”
As “a fundamental freedom of a human be
ing,” the tribunal wrote, “the right to go to
the toilet cannot be subject to authorization
by a third party” or conditioned on the em
ployer’s finding a replacement. Consequently,
employees are at liberty to respond to their
needs outside of collective breaks so long as
they inform their supervisors. Although work
ers do not need permission to void, the court
held that abuses could be punished.
Employers’ most plausible objection to a
right to void is that trusting workers to use
their own judgment as to when they need a
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toilet break would promote the shirking that
perpetually lurks in human nature. If work
ers were free to heed nature’s call whenever
they claimed to hear it, so the argument goes,
many would abuse the privilege by “socializ
ing” in the bathroom or reading the newspa
per in the privacy of a stall.
Here, we set aside the question of why up
per management is self-authorized to read the
business pages in luxuriously appointed
$20,000 private executive bathrooms, while
workers, the length of whose bathroom visits
may be m onitored by hand-held computer
scanners, can be fired for reading union news
on less fastidiously furnished and maintained
toilet seats.
Crucial to understanding why workers can
not rely on the labor market to generate rest
breaks is determining whether they cost an
employer anything. Unfortunately, very few
firms or industries are even willing to study
rest periods scientifically. Such an approach
is shortsighted, because it ignores large, long
term costs caused by workers’ absenteeism,
turnover and impaired physical and mental
health.
It is possible that if workplace rest were ex
panded, as some worker advocates have urged,
employees m ight be able to produce more
during less working time because they would
be less fatigued. Only a foolishly rigid man
agement that insisted on a narrow, ideologi
cal notion of “discipline” would resist such a
change that it knew would both be profitable
and potentially make the workforce less alien
ated. But it is also possible that newly intro
duced or extended rest periods would, at least
in the short run, benefit only the workers.
Although less fatigued, they might not be able
to make up for this “unproductively” spent
time.
D epending on many macro- and microeconomic variables, such workplace recuper
ative and rehabilitative leisure would consti
tute the social costs of production that might
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have to be financed by consumers, if the prod
ucts they desire are excessively fatiguing to
produce.
W orkers’ needs for rest, nutrition, excre
tory autonomy and well-being, and, ulti
mately, free time for self-development and
community activities should be addressed by
a comprehensive reorientation of the national
wage and hour statute. Nationally uniform
norms are necessary because local regulation
leads to the familiar tendency of states to re
frain from intervening altogether for fear of
causing capital to flee to jurisdictions with
weaker or no standards at all.
In addition to curbing employers’ coercive
power to demand overtime work as a condi
tion of employment, the Fair Labor Standards
Act (FLSA) should be amended to create a
framework for setting minimum standards for
the duration and scheduling of meal and rest
periods and voiding breaks. Because of the
enormous range of workplaces, employees and
unions should be empowered to codetermine
the structures adopted at each place of em
ployment.
T h e statute, at a minimum, should man
date a 45-minute meal period and the equiv
alent of six minutes of freedom from work per
hour. Even apart from physiological reasons,
30 minutes are insufficient in many firms and
industries where workers have so much pro
tective clothing and equipment to doff and
don and the cafeteria is so far away from their
workplace that they may wind up with only
10 minutes to eat.
T h e 48 minutes o f rest per eight-hour
workday could, for example, be taken as four
12-minute blocks every two hours. Employers
who failed to provide hourly rest breaks would
be prohibited from disciplining any worker
who had to use the toilet more frequently than
during the scheduled breaks.
In addition, the O SIIA general sanitation
regulations should also be amended to make
express the employer’s duty to permit work
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ers to urinate as often as necessary, while the
ADA regulations should incorporate a thresh
old for urinary disability in terms of voiding
frequency.
Indeed, the OSH A ct is the single most
plausible anchor for recreating in U.S. law the
employer’s duty to look out for employees’
welfare and for applying it to necessary bod
ily functions.
Although OSHA has, during the last quar
ter century, failed to promulgate a regulation
imposing on employers a duty to provide em
ployees with reasonable use of toilet facilities,
recently it reportedly indicated a willingness
to issue an interpretation to that effect.
W hether, in the face of employer and con
gressional opposition, it possesses the deter
mination to issue that interpretation and give
force to it by citing employers for violating
the regulations remains to be seen.
But on July 22, 1997, federal OSHA final
ly issued a citation to an employer for deny
ing its employees “necessary use of bathroom
facilities.” OSHA concluded that “toilet fa
cilities were not provided in accordance with”
the agency’s regulations at the Noel, Missouri,
poultry processing plant of H udson Foods,
Inc., because supervisors “do not allow work
ers relief from the production line in order to
use the toilets, in effect, locking them out of
or failing to provide bathroom facilities.” The
company has contested the citation.

I

demerits, to support herself and her 7 5-yearold husband. She returned to work from bow
el duct surgery and explained to the general
foreman, Donald Dietz, that she was having
bowel problems before starting her shift.
W ith her break still 90 minutes away, an
arbitrator later found that “Zinninger’s work
was interrupted at approximately 4:10 p.m. by
a sudden and unexpected bowel movement.”
She asked a fellow worker to get the foreman
or the union steward to get relief. T he stew
ard relieved her and, while en route to the
restroom, she met the foreman to whom she
explained her loss of control.
“I told her it was a little early for her to be
going to the restroom,” the foreman later told
the arbitrator.
O n the way back from changing her un
dergarment in the bathroom, she engaged the
foreman and two other supervisors in a dis
cussion that ended with “G randm a” Z in
ninger throwing the soiled pants which hit
Dietz in the right arm. He suspended her and
G E fired her a few days later, stating that “at
tempting to strike a supervisor with under
pants saturated with human excrement is a far
m ore serious affront to authority than at
tempting to strike a supervisor with one’s fist.”
But 14 months later, she was reinstated with
full seniority and back pay by the arbitrator,
who found the supervisor’s conduct had
“openly ridiculed” Zinninger. As a result of
this creative development of the common law
in the plant, GE managers have never again
contested the workers’ right to use the toilets
at Appliance Park.
■

n the absence of such national policy
making, one promising conflictual
model of asserting worker control was
forged by “Grandma” Zinninger, a 56year-old production worker at General
To order Void Where Prohibited from Cornell
University Press, call 1-800-666-2211.
Electric’s huge Appliance Park plant in
Louisville, Kentucky. She single-handedly
vindicated some years back the right of work
ers there to void when necessary.
Virginia Zinninger drove 90 miles roundtrip daily to the plant, where she had worked
for 14 years without receiving any disciplinary
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